**Lunch**

**SPONSORSHIP PRICE: $3,000 (DAILY)**
- Recognition on School (printed or electronic) materials
- Recognition on NIRSA website
- Opportunity for company to provide a stand up banner to be displayed during the School
- Registration for two (from your company)

**Banquet and Recognition Ceremony**

**SPONSORSHIP PRICE: $2,500**
- Recognition on School (printed or electronic) materials
- Recognition on NIRSA website- Event page
- Opportunity for company to have a table top exhibit during the banquet
- Registration for one (from your company)

**Attendee Lanyards**

**SPONSORSHIP PRICE: $500**
- Recognition on School (printed or electronic) materials
- Recognition on NIRSA website- Event page

**Attendee Giveaway**

**SPONSORSHIP PRICE: $500**
- Recognition on School (printed or electronic) materials
- Recognition on NIRSA website- Event page

**CONTACT HEIDI CLEARY TODAY!**
heidiclearynirsa.org • 541-368-5851